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Inside this little on-the-go coloring book are relaxing visions for you to color and enjoy. Take it along

wherever you go, and you ll always be ready for a calming, creative adventure. Each of these 28

imaginative art activities is perfect for decorating with markers, colored pencils, gel pens, or

watercolors. With its convenient compact size, this small coloring book is perfectly portable. It s

great to use in waiting rooms, during lunch break, at kids soccer practice, and wherever you can find

(or need!) a few moments of downtime. Coloring reduces stress and relaxes the mind no wonder

everyone s getting hooked."
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I bought one of Valentina's other 'On-the-Go' books, and after I received it, I immediately ordered

the other two. These smaller books measure 5.25" x 8.25", so they are slightly larger than some of

the other I have, but still small enough to fit in my purse (I uploaded a photo comparing it to a full

size coloring book). The variety of designs is really good, and most are simple enough to easily

finish in less than an hour--perfect for when you just have a little time to relax. Sometimes I don't

have the patience or time for an intricate full-page design. (See my photos).*The paper is nice and

thick, and my Stabilo 88 Neon markers only bled through a tiny bit, but not enough to transfer to the

next page.*Works beautifully with colored pencils (in my photos I used Caran D'ache and one neon

from the Irojiten collection.)*The designs are single sided, with a quote and blank lines on the back

of each one.The designs are mostly flowers, birds and other animals, but there are also a couple of



full page designs (see my photos) and a few mandalas.These would make a nice gift paired with a

set of colored pencils.

This little purse sized, book is filled with meticulously detailed, whimsical art styled illustrations that

will inspire you.The cover picture is included in the book and is representative of only a couple other

pictures of animals and birds in the book, most of the images are floral patterns and some have

whimsical birds included within the patterns, however the artistâ€™s unique art style is the same in

every image, with each picture intricately detailed in circles, geometric shapes and flowers like the

cover picture, so you will want to use colored pencils, ultra fine markers or gel pens.1. This little (5

1/4 â€œ x 8 1/4â€•)pocket book size or back pack sized coloring book is perfect for carrying with you

to work, on planes, when traveling, or in your purse. 2. 28 Illustrations are printed one per page; on

medium weight bright white paper the back of each page boasts an uplifting, inspirational quote.3.

Each page is perforated for easy removal from the book.4. 4 full paged colored illustrations are

included to inspire you.5. 4 pages are included to kick start your imagination and creativity, these

include Coloring tools, Color Theory, and Coloring ideas.6. All markers and some gel pens bleed

through the pages, just keep a couple pieces of paper in the book to use under the page you are

coloring if you use these.

It seems that this little book is a collection of designs from previous books but in smaller pages.

Many of the designs here are from the big books. It is still nice but if I had known that I wouldn't had

bought it because I don't feel like coloring the same thing twice.The book is very comfy to carry

around and fits in a little purse (I wish I could find on-the-go coloring pens!). The down side is that

because pages are smaller and it is just a minimized photocopy of larger pages, the details are little

and difficult to color.I particularly don't like it because, as I said before, I had color those designs on

the bigger books. But if you haven't tried one of Harper's big books this would definitely get you

hook.

This book has some lovely, highly patterned illustrations. One thing to note is that I thought it would

be all illustrations, but many of the pages have inspirational sayings. This might improve or degrade

the value of the book for you. I bought a set of gel markers to go with this and they are the perfect

size for coloring these pages. Also, the pages have perforated edges for easy tear out, which is a

plus.



I've really enjoyed the adult coloring books lately and am always on the lookout for books with a

different theme or look. I particularly love the ones that are a little bit smaller.Great things about the

coloring book:1. perfect size2. fairly stiff paper, so it's fairly easy to color on your lapNot crazy

about:the style (too many circles). I realize this is a personal style preference so I just gave it to one

of my daughters who enjoys it quite a lot.

I put this coloring book in my carry-on backpack on my flights to / from my cruise through Alaska. It

was the perfect size, but not so small that I couldn't see what I was doing. There is a nice variety of

images to color and I was able to use markers and colored pencils without any trouble. I highly

recommend this book and I plan to take it with me for all of my travel trips from now on - until it's full,

then I'll need a new one! It was perfect for killing time and relaxing during layovers at the airport.

There are some very nice designs in the book. The size does make the book easy to carry around.

However, because the pages are smaller, they put too much design into each element. It would be

nice if the designs in the pictures where a little more simple.

I love the mini size of this book, I love that some of the pictures are taken from her other books... I

adore the style that she draws with and have never been disappointed with any of her books. I

highly recommend this book or any of her books really!
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